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Abstract
This paper describes a deterministic scheduling model for hard real-time executions

in the DEpendable Distributed Operating System DEDOS currently under development at the Eindhoven University of Technology. The model is based on the concepts
incorporated in DEDOS, and includes absolute timing constraints, generic relative timing constraints, data-dependency constraints, and generic consistency constraints. In
addition, the model is formalized to obtain a mathematically attractive and consistent
foundation on which the off-line scheduling problem for DEDOS can be defined.
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1

Introduction

In the last two decades, real-time systems have been modeled for scheduling purposes in
various ways and several solution methods for the corresponding scheduling problems have
been proposed and described. One of the first simple models is proposed and investigated
by Liu and Layland [6]. They only consider a single processor with a set of periodic
processes. The model of Liu and Layland is extended by Teixeira [16], Sorenson and
Hamacher [12] [13], Henn [2], Mok and Dertouzos [8], and Leinbaugh [3] in several ways
including resources, communication costs and deadlines. Several other models that even
. include multiple processors are proposed by Stoyenko [15], Sha et.al. [11], Leinbaugh and
Yamini [4] [5], Mok [7], and Ramamritham and Stankovic [9], [10].
In this paper a scheduling model is derived for the DEpendable Distributed Operating
System (DEDOS). DEDOS is intended to execute hard real· time applications such that
all hard real-time constraints are met, i.e. timeliness is guaranteed. In order to guarantee
timeliness, all hard real-time executions of an application are scheduled off-line, i.e. before
DEDOS starts operating. Additionally, these executions are dispatched on-line according
to the schedule constructed off-line. Consequently, a scheduling model that gives a static
view of the on-line dynamic execution of au application is needed. This scheduling model
needs to be deterministic in the sense that all possible executions of the application have to
be incorporated. Obviously, a scheduling model particularly emphasizes the important concepts for scheduling, and therefore unimportant details of the system are left out. Whenever
a model is derived from the actual architecture and structure of a system, several choices
have to be made in order to obtain a model that is close to reality on the one hand but
sufficiently abstract on the other. Throughout the whole paper, the emphasis is on the
reasons and rationales that lead to these choices.
In Section 2, the DEDOS concepts of importance to scheduling are presented and the
off-line scheduling problem is described. In Section 3, a formal deterministic model is
derived and the off-line scheduling proulem is formalized uased on the concepts introduced
in Section 2. Finally, Section 4 summarizes this paper and indicates future extensions.

2

DEDOS Concepts

In this section, the hardware platform for DEDOS that is used for hard real-time purposes
and the concepts of the hard real-time programming and execution model of DEDOS arc
presented. More details of the hardware and software concepts can be found in [1] and [14].

2.1

Hardware platform

The hardware for which DEDOS is implemented consists of a set of processors 1. Processors
are grouped in clusters and clusters are grouped in nodes, as depicted in Figure 1. Processors
within a cluster are connected via a cluster bus, processors within a node are connected via
a system bus and some pairs of processors in different nodes are connected via high speed
bidirectional point-to-point links. The link configuration has to be such that there is a
1 All

DEDOS terms are summarized in Appendix A
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Figure 1. Hardware platform for DEDOS.

physical route of links, processors and system busses between any two processors in different
nodes. Note that the cluster bus is not part of a route, but is used for other purposes. Each
cluster contains several common memory modules, each one attached to the cluster bus and
to the system bus of the node in which the cluster is grouped. Consequently, a common
memory module in a particular node can only be directly accessed by the processors in that
node. In addition, each node contains several physical devices of different types such as
sensor, actuator, and disk. In order to keep the worst case access time to a disk bounded
and reasonably small, special hard real-time disks are used. To which processor each device
has to be assigned is only clear after assignment of an application (see Section 2.3.1).
However, once assigned to a processor, a device is physically connected to it and can thus
only be accessed via that processor. This approach enables more flexibility in the scheduling
problem and is possible because the processors within a. node are physically situated close

together, i.e. a node is the unit of physical distribution.

2.2

Programming model

In this section, the programming model in which hard real-time applications for DEDOS
are described is presented. Part of the programming model are programs that constitute
the hard real-time application. An example of an application with two programs written
in some abstract language is depicted in Figure 2.
2.2.1

Programs and classes

A hard real-time application to be executed by DEDOS consists of a set of programs written
in an object oriented language. In each program, classes are defined in accordance with

the conventional object oriented programming paradigm. The way in which the application
is divided into different programs and the way in which each program is subdivided into
classes depends on the characteristics of the application. Each class definition contains a
data definition and several method definitions. The (data) definition of a class corresponds
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PROGRAM PI;
CLASS Cl,
DATA" Seuor;
METHOD M1,
VAR v: JUlcser;
BEGIN
.nuruction" lor 4 lime unit.
P2.Cl.Ml(v);
inuruction. for 2 time unit.
IF(v=O)
THEN
in~truction~ for 3 time uniu
Rea.dSen(.),
aCCeU for 2 time unit.
in~truclion. for 2 time unih
ELSE
in.struclion8 for 2 time unit.
Rea.dSen(.);
aCCeU for 2 time unil"
in~lruclion~ for 3 time unil ..
ENDIF;
in"lruciion. for 2 time unit ..
ENDMETHOD Ml;
ENDCLASS Cl;
BEGIN e1.MI;
{Period 35}
ENDPROGRAM PI;

PROGRAM P2;
CLASS el,
{Atomic}
DATA d: Di&k;
METHOD Ml (VAR v: Jnteser),
{Rnd_Write}
BEGIN
{RTe (6,10) to J:}
in.struction8 for 2 timeunit~
WrileDi'k(d,v);
aCCeU lor .. time unit"
in~truction8 lor 2 time unit"
ENDMETHOD MI,
METHOD M2;
{Rnd-Write}
VAR v: Inteser;
I: BEGIN
in8lruction .. for 3 time unit"
WriteDi,k(d,v};
acceu for 4 time unil ..
in.otruction8 for 4 time unih
e2.Ml(v);
in.struclion. lor 3 time unih
ENDMETHOD M2,
ENDCLASS CI,
CLASS C2,
{Delimited,Atomic}
DATA h: Snucl;
METHOD Ml (v: Inleger);
{Rea.d-Only}
BEGIN
in.'ruc'ion~ for!> time unih
ENDMETHOD MI;
ENDCLASS C2;
BEGIN C1.M2;
{Period 35}
ENDPROGRAM P2;

Figure 2. An example application with two programs

to either (1) a device type of the hardware system, snch as sensor or actnator, or (2)
a datastrncture type used in the application. For instance, the definition of class C1 in
program P1 corresponds to device type Sensor and the definition of class C2 of program
P2 corresponds to datastructure type Struct. The method definitions of a class describe
all allowed accesses to the device or datastructure type that corresponds to the class. The
designer is allowed to identify a class as a delimited class by tagging the attribute 'delimited'
toil. By doing this, the designer can influence the amount of preemption (see Section 2.3.3).
In our example application, class C2 in program P2 is a delimited class_ In addition, the

designer is allowed to identify a class as an atomic class by tagging the attribute 'atomic'
to it. This way, the designer requires that each method of the class is executed atomically
and thus expresses the desire that the device or datastructure type of the class has to be
kept in a consistent state. In order to make this possible, the designer has to identify each
method definition of an atomic class as either a read-only method or a read-write method
by tagging the attribute 'read-only' or 'read-write' to it (see Section 2.3.5). In our example
application, classes C1 and C2 in program P2 are atomic classes while both methods M1
and M2 of class C1 are read-write methods and method M1 of class C2 is a read-only
method.
2.2.2

Timing constraints

The designer of an application is allowed to impose two kinds of timing constraints on the
application. An absolute timing constmint requires that a part of the application is executed
in a particular time interval in the absolute time range, i.e. the part has to be executed
between an earliest start time and a deadline. In particular, each program of a.n application
has to be executed periodically, starting at time O. Consequently, the ;-th execution of a
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program with period p has to take place between earliest start time (i - 1) x p and deadline
i x p. In our example application, programs Pi and P2 both have period 35, and thus the
earliest start times and deadlines of the executions of both programs in the first period
are 0 and 35 respectively. Additionally, the designer is allowed to impose absolute timing
constraints on intermediate parts of an execution of a program. This enables the designer
to impose a deadline on the execution of a program in a period that is smaller than the end
time of the period. For instance, the designer of the example application of Figure 2 could
have imposed deadline 30 on the end of the execution of program Pi in the first period,
which is smaller than the end time 35 of the first period.
A relative timing constraint requires that two different points in the execution of the
application are synchronized to some extent. For instance, when a robot repeatedly has
to take a bottle from an assembly line, the part of the application that controls the robot
arm has to synchronize with the part of the application that controls the assembly line.
More specifically, a relative timing constrajnt requires the dista.nce from one point to the
other to be within a specific time interval between a smallest ojJset and a largest offset.
Consequently, a relative timing constraint is a directed relation from one point to the other.
In our example application, there is a relative timing cOllstraillt (6,10) from the start point
of method Ml of class CI of program P2 to the start point of method M2 of class Cl of
program P2, which requires the latter method to sta.rt only between 6 and 10 time units
after the start of the former method. Note that the tight.est synchronization of two points
of the execution of a program can be achieved by imposing a relative timing constraint
(0,0) from any of the two points to the other.

2.3

Execution model

In this section, the execution model that describes how applications for DEDOS are executed by the hardware pla.tform is presented. Part of the execution model are processes
and objects that represent the instantia.tions of programs and classes. In Figure 3, the

instantiation of the application in Figure 2 is depicted. Additionally, executions through
the processes and objects represent the actua.1 control flow.

2.3.1

Processes and objects

An instance of a program of an application is called a process. For example, process PSi
is an instance of program Pi and process PS2 is an instance of program P2. An object is
an instance of a class of a program and two types of objects are distinguished. A device
objec/. is an instance of il. c1<tss whose definition corresponds to a. device type and privately
manages a specific device. A datasi.7'udm'e object is a.n instance of a. class whose definition
corresponds to a datastrllcture type and privately manages a specific datast.rllcture of the
application. The data, i.e. the device or datastructllre, managed by an object can only
be accessed by execution of a method of the object. Consequently, an object can only
manipulate the data of another object by calling a method of that object.. In our example
application, device object 01 of process PSI is an instance of class Cl of program Pi and
privately manages device senl, while datastrllcture object 02 of process PS2 is an instance
of class C2 of program P2 and privately manages datastructure help. Thus, a process
6

PROCESS PSl;
OBJECT 01;
DATA .. enl: Seuor;
METHOD Ml;
VAR v: Inleger;
BEGIN
in"lruclimu for" I.me unill
PS2.01.Ml(v);
indructlo'u lor 2 time uniu
IF (v = 0)
THEN
inatruclio.u lor 3 lime unih
Rea.dSen("enl);
acce"" lor 2 time uniu
in"lruction" Jor 2 lime unih
ELSE
inatruction" lor 2 lime unit"
Ru.dSen("enl);
acceu lor 2 time unill
inHruction" lor 3 lime unit.s
END IF;
inatructiona lor 2 time unit"
ENDMETHOD Ml;
END OBJECT 01;
BEGIN 0l.M1;
{Period 35}
ENDPROCESS PSI;

PROCESS PS2;
OUJECT 01;
{Atomic}
DATA di"kl: Di.k;
METHOD Ml (VAR v: Inleger);
{Rud-Wrile}
BEGIN
{RTC (6,10) 10 I:}
inHruction .. lor 2 time uniu
WrileDiilk(di .. kl,v);
acceu Jor 4 lime unih
in .. lruc!ion" for 2 time unit"
ENDMETHOD Ml;
METHOD M2;
{Rud.Wrile}
VAR v: Inleger;
I: BEGIN
in"Iruction" for 3 time unot"
WrileDiak(di"kl,v);
aceeu lor" time unot"
indruction .. lor" time unit"
02.Ml(v);
in"truction ... lor 3 time unit"
ENDMETHOD M2;
ENDOBJECT 01;
OBJECT 02;
{Delimited,Atomic}
DATA help: Siroet;
METHOD Ml (v: Integer);
{Rea.d-Only}
BEGIN
in"trudlon" for!. time unIt"
ENDMETHOD MI;
ENDOIlJECT 02;
BEGIN 01.M2;
{Period 35}
ENDPH.OCESS PS2;

Figure 3. The instantiation of the application in Figure 2

contains a set of device and datastructure objects created from the classes defined in the
program from which the process is instantiated. For instance, process PS1 contains one
object 01, while process PS2 contains two objects, 01 and 02.
A process uses a particular address space, which is shared by the objects of the process.
Each process together with its objects is assigned to precisely one processor and the devices
managed by the device objects of the process are additionally assigned to that processor.
Thus, a process can only be assigned to a processor of a node that contains the devices
managed by the objects of the process. Once all processes are assigned to the processors,

the device configuration is fixed. At system initialization, each process is loaded on the
processor to which it is assigned and all objects needed by the application are created.

2.3.2

Executions and beads

The processes of a hard real-time application inherelltly define several different hard realtime executions to be executed concurrently by the system. In this paper, only hard realtime executions are considered and in the remainder the term execution indicates a hard
real-time execution. Each process contains a piece of code in which one or more executions
are initialized. Each execution is initialized by calling a method of one of the objects of
the process. During execution of a. method, (llested) calls to other methods can occur.
For instance, process PS1 defines an execution that starts with method 01.M1, in which a
nested call to method Ol.Ml of process PS2 occurs. Additionally, process PS2 defines an
execution that starts with method 01.M2, in which a nested call to method 02.M1 of the
same process occurs. The period of a process is passed to each execution defined by the
process. Thus, the control flow of an application is embodied by a set of periodic executions.
In order to get a finite view of the executions of an application, only the interval from time
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o to the least

common multiple of the periods of the executions is considered.
An execution can not be preempted, i.e. interrupted, at an arbitrary point, but only
at specific preemption points. For convenience, the start and end of an execution are
also treated as preemption points. At run-time, each preemption point has at most one
successor preemption point, i.e. the next point when the execution is preempted. On
the other hand, due to data-dependency, according to the control flow in the code of the
execution a preemption point can have several successor preemption points of which only
one is encountered at run-time (see Section 2.3.4). The part of an execution between a
preemption point and all its successor preemption points according to the control flow in
the code of the execution is called a bead. Execution of a bead takes a particular amount
of time, the worst case execution time, which can be calculated based on the execution

times of the separate statements that constitute the bead. In the following subsection,
preemption points are introduced. Furthermore, it will become clear that each execution
can be deterministically represented by an acyclic execution graph of beads that expresses
all possible paths of the execution.

2.3.3

Preemption points

Two kinds of preemption points are distinguished: (1) switching preemption points, caused
by a call to or a return from a method and (2) device access preemption points, caused by
a physical access to a device.

Switching preemption points:
An execution can switch to another process by calling a method of that process vIa a
remote procedure call (RPC), or by returning from a method called via a remote procedure
call. This is visualized in Figure 4a, where a closed spline depicts a process boundary
and a line enclosed by two small circles depicts a bead. For instance, the call statement
PS2.01.Ml(v) in process PSI ca.uses an RPC to process PS2. When an execution invokes

an RPC, it switches to the address space of the called process and when the execution
returns from an RPC, it switches back to the address space of the calling process. Due to
the switch of address space, an RPC and a return from an RPC are preemption points.
Saving the state of the current process due to an RPC causes some overhead which is
incorporated in the execution time of the bead in which the RPC is invoked. Additionally,
the overhead due to (re)building the sta.te of the process to which the execution switches
is incorporated in the execution time of the first bead after the RPC.
In addition, an execution can invoke a ne"'· procedu.re call (NPC) to a method of the
same process or can return from a method called via a near procedure call. The execution
remains in the same address space, and therefore an NPC and a return from an NPC are
not necessarily preemption points. However, an NPC to a method of a delimited object, i.e.
a delirnited NPC, and a return from a delimited NPC are preemption points, as depicted in
Figure 4b. For instance, the call statement 02.M1(v) in object 01 of process PS2 causes a
delimited NPC to object 02 of the same process.
This way, the designer can introduce additional preempt.ion points and can thus increase the total number of beads and decrease the average length of beads, which positively
influences the chance to find a feasible schedule. However, it has to be prevented that
8
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Figure 4. Preemption points due to a.n RPC (a.) or a. delimited NPC (b).

too many preemption points are added, because this can cause too much overhead due
to context switching. Therefore, identifying classes as delimited classes is restricted such
that in a non-delimited object no call is allowed to a method of a delimited object of the
same process. Consequently, within a nested execution of methods of the same process, a
delimited NPC and a return of a delimited NPC are restricted only to the upper levels of
the nesting.
Device access preemption points:
During the execution of a method of a device object, a physical access, invoked via an
operating system call, may be performed on the device managed by the object. Two kinds
of device accesses are distinguished: a non-blocking device access and a blocking device
access.
A non-blocking device access strongly resembles an access to data managed by a datastructure object. In such a device access, the processor that executes the method writes
data to or reads data from a device register in a single cycle. During a non-blocking device
access no processor idle time occurs and thus the execution is not blocked. For instance,
writing a new instruction to an actuator or rea.ding the status of a sensor can be represented
by this kind of access. It makes no sense to preempt the execution during a non-blocking
access, because the access takes a relatively small and bounded amount of time and during
the access the processor can not be used for other purposes. Consequently, a. non-blocking
device access is completely part of a bead.

---- ...----<>,
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Figure 5. Preemption point due to a blocking device access.
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A blocking device access represents some accesses to a sensor or a disk and consists
of three phases, as depicted in Figure 5. In the first phase, which is relatively short, the
processor activates the device by writing relevant data into the device registers and so
starting the physical access. In the second phase, the device performs the physical access
which takes a relatively long but bounded amount of time after which the device sends
an interrupt to the processor. During this second phase, the execution is blocked and the
processor can be used by other executions provided that, within this time interval, they
do not access the same device. In the third phase, the processor reads the results of the
access and the execution of the method can be resumed. For instance, in Figure 3, the
operating system call ReadSen(senl) in process PSI is a blocking device access to sensor
senl in which the execution is blocked for 2 time units. Since the execution that accesses
the device is blocked during the second phase of the access, this phase is a preemption
point.

2.3.4

Data-dependency

An execution is allowed to decide how to proceed depending on the value of some data.
This phenomenon is called data-dependency of an execution. Data-dependency is caused
by two kinds of statements: a conditional statement, such as a.n if-then-else or a case
statement, that consists of several alternatives of which only one is executed at run-time,
and a repetitive statement, such as a while or a for statement, that consists of a guard
and a body that is repeatedly executed as long as the guard is true, but not more than a
maximum number of times.
Conditional statements:
When at least one of the alternatives of a conditional statement contains a preemption
point, branching and joining of beads results, as depicted in Figure 6.

Preempliuflp"inl2a _ _ "

... _ _ Precmptilln p"inl 3a

End ~"ndiliunal statement
Sclcclinn ruint ...

8c:ad 21>

Preempt;,," puint I

Pn:emptinn fl'llint 4

Preemption ruinl 21>

Figure 6. Branching and joining due to a condit.ional sl,a!,ement that can be preempted.

According to the control flow in the code of the execution, the last preemption point
before the conditional statement has at least two successor preemption points. For example, preemption point I has preemption points 2a and 2b as successor preemption points.
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Moreover, the bead that starts at that preemption point contains the selection point of the
conditional statement and ends, according to the definition of a bead, at each successor
preemption point. Therefore, this bead has at least two successor beads, one for each successor preemption point, and branching of beads results. For example, bead 1 has beads
2a and 2b as successor beads for preemption points 2a and 2b respectively. At run-time
however, the execution selects only one of the alternatives and thus continues only with the
successor bead of the corresponding branch, while the beads of all other branches are not
executed.
Similarly, according to the control flow in the code of the execution, the first preemption
point after the end of the conditional statement has at least two predecessor preemption
points. For example, preemption point 4 has preemption points 3a and 2b as predecessor
preemption points. Moreover, the bead that starts at that preemption point has at least
two predecessor beads, one for each predecessor preemption point, and joining of beads
results. For example, bead 4 has beads 3a and 2b as predecessor beads for preemption
points 3a and 2b respectively. Note that each of these predecessor beads contains the code
of the execution from the end of the conditional statement to the first preemption point
after the conditional statement.

Repetitive statements:
When the body of a repetitive statement contains a preemption point again branching and
joining of beads results. Figure 7 depicts an example of a repetitive sl.atement of which the
maximum number of times the body is executed equals 2.

~"
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Figure 7. Branching and joining due to a repetitive statement that can be preempted.

According to the control flow in the code of the execution, the last preemption point
before the repetitive statemellt has at least two successor preemption points. For example, preemption point 1 has preemption points 2a and 4 as successor preemption points.
Moreover, the bead that starts at that preemption point contains the first guard evaluation
and ends, according to the definition of a bead, at. each successor preemption point, and
branching of beads results. Therdon', this bead has at l""st two slircessor hea.ds, olle for
each successor preemption point. For exa.mple, bead 1 has beads 2a and 4 as succeswr
beads for preemption points 2a and 4 respectively. At run-time however, the execution
decides whether the body is executed and if so continues with the successor bead of the
11

corresponding branch. Otherwise, the execution continues with the successor bead after
the repetitive statement and the beads of the body are not executed.
The same reasoning can be done for the last preemption point in the body of the
repetitive statement. Consequently, for each time that the body is executed except the last,
the bead that starts at the last preemption point in the body has at least two successor
beads one for each successor preemption point. For example, preemption point 3a has
preemption points 2b and 4 as successor preemption points and thus bead 3a has beads
2b and 4 as successor beads. At run· time, the execution decides at each guard evaluation
whether or not to execute the body again and continues with only one of the successor
beads. On the other hand, the last time the body is executed, the bead that starts at the
last preemption point in the body of the repetitive statement does only end at the first
preemption point after the end of the repetitive statement. For example, preemption point
3b has only preemption point 4 as successor preemption point and thus bead 3b has only
bead 4 as successor bead.
Finally, according to the control flow in the code of the execution, the first preemption
point after the end of the repetitive statement has at least the maximum number of times the
body may be executed plus one predecessor preemption points. For example, preemption
point 4 has preemption points 1, 3a and 3b as predecessor preemption points. Moreover,
the bead that starts at that preemption point has at least the number of times the body
may be executed plus one predecessor beads and thus joining of beads results. For example,
bead 4 has beads 1, 3a and 3b as predecessor beads for the preemption points 1, 3a and 3b
respectively. Note that each of these predecessor beads contains the code of the execution
from the end of the repetitive statement to the first preemption point after the repetitive
statement.

2.3.5

Atomicity

The execution model allows au execution to call a method of an at.omic object, called an

atomic method. For convenience, it is required that within an atomic method it is not
allowed to call a non-atomic method. Consequently, once an execution enters an atomic

method it passes only through atomic objects until it ends the method. The part of an
execution between a point where an atomic method is called from within a non-atomic
method and the point where the execution returns from this call is ca.lled a transaction.
In our example application, the execution started in process PSI contains a transaction
between the call to and return from method Ml of object 01 in process PS2, while the
execution started in process PS2 is a transaction in its entirety. Thus, a transaction is a
subgraph of beads of the execution. Note that each bead within a transaction belongs to
a.n atomic object and vice versa each bead that belongs to an atomic object is part of a
transaction. Moreover, each bead within a transaction is either part of a read·only method
of an atomic object, i.e. only read actions arc performed on the data managed by the
object, or part of a read· write method of an atomic object, i.e. read as well as write actions
are performed on the data managed by the object. III our example application, the beads
within the transaction contained in the execution sta.rted in process PSI are all read-write
beads, while of all the beads within the transaction contained in the execution started in
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process PS2 only the bead in object 02 of process PS2 is a read-only bead. In order to
achieve atomicity of an atomic object, all transactions that pass through the object have
to be executed such that the effect on the data of the object is the same as when the
transactions are executed sequentially in some order. Consequently, as soon as a given

transaction starts its first write action on the data of the object, no other transaction may
read or write the data of the object until the transaction has finished its last write action.
However, due to data-dependency, for a given transaction there can be more than one first
write action on the data of an object and similarly more than one last write action on the
data of an object. Therefore, atomicity of an atomic object is guaranteed when for each
feasible pair of a first and a last read-write bead of a given transaction within the object
holds that between these two beads no beads of other transactions are executed within the
object. In our example applica.tion, a.tomicity of object 01 in process PS2 is guaranteed
when both transaction contained in the application are executed sequentially.
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Figure 8. The executions and beads of the application in Figure 2.

Based on the preemption points, data-dependency and atomicity as discussed above, the
two executions and their beads of the application in Figure 2 can be graphically represented
by Figure 8. Note that the earliest start times and deadlines of the executions can now be
translated to earliest start times and deadlines per bead.

2.4

Communication model

Whenever an execution invokes an R.PC or returns from an RPC, it switches to another
address space and relevant data of the execution has to be passed froIll the address space
of the current process, the sendillg process, to the address space of the process to which
the execution switches, the receiving process.
Passing of data between processes is done by communication of the data via a system
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bus, a link or a route of processors, system busses and links. Communication overhead
between processes is incorporated as additional beads, expressing the delay, that are inserted
between the sending bead and the receiving bead. Moreover, the communications over all
system busses and all links are scheduled explicitly, i.e. communication beads are scheduled
such that no two communications via the same system bus or link overlap in time. A
communication via a system bus or a link is therefore incorporated as an actual transmission
delay that among others depends on the size of the data to be communicated.
The media used to communicate data from the sending process to the receiving process
depend on the physical location of the processors to which the processes are assigned.
Due to the hardware configuration for which DEDOS is implemented and the mailbox
communication concept [1], three different cases are distinguished.
First, communication between processes on the same processor and between processes on
different processors in the same node is done as depicted in Figure 9a. The sending processor
sends the data from its private memory to a common memory module in the cluster of the
receiving processor, and sends the pointer to the data to a mailbox in common memory
via the system bus of the node. When the receiving processor is ready to accept the data,
it gets the pointer out of the mailbox and the data out of the common memory module
via the system bus and stores it in private memory. No preemption is allowed during the
sending and during the receiving phase of the communication. Preemption is only allowed
between the sending and the receiving phase. TilliS, a basic precedence constraint exists
from the end of the sending phase to the start of the receiving phase, which is visualized
by the dashed arrow in Figure 9a.
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Figu,-e 9. Communication within a node (a) and via a link (b).

Second, communication between processes on processors in different nodes connected
by a point-to-point link is done as depicted in Figure 9b. The sending processor signa.ls
the receiving processor via. the link that it has to receive a specific amount of data. The
receiving processor reserves a piece of private lIlemory of the same size and signals the
sending processor via the link that it is ready to receive. Then, the sending processor starts
transmitting the data via the link. Simultaneously, the receiving processor receives the
data and stores it in private memory_ The sending and receiving processor start almost

simultaneously, which is visualized by the solid arrow in Figure 9b.
Third, communication between processes on processors in different nodes not connected

by a point-to-point link is done via a sequence of other processors according to the route
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between the processors in the link configuration. For each pair of successive processors
in the sequence it is required that either both processors are in the same node or both
processors are in different nodes and are connected by a point-to-point link. This way,
between each pair of successive processors data can be passed according to one of the first
two cases.
Besides communication from one process to another due to an RPC or a return RPC,
communication may be necessary during the execution of a single bead due to an access
to data in a common memory module within the cluster. For such a communication, the
cluster bus is used. In contrast to system busses and links, cluster busses are not scheduled
explicitly, but for each cluster bus communication a worst case delay is incorporated in the
execution time of the bead that does the communication.

2.5

DEDOS scheduling problem

The off-line scheduling problem for DEDOS can now be formulated based on the concepts
described in this section. Before DEDOS can start executing an application, each process of the application has to be assigned to a processor, i.e. a global schedule has to be
constructed. The global schedule indicates to which processor each process is assigned.
Consequently, the global schedule inherently defines which device is assigned to which processor and thus has to be connected to that processor. When global scheduling is done, it
is known at which processor each bead has to be executed and communication beads can
be inserted. Additionally, due to the communication insertion, the earliest start times and
deadlines of the beads may have to be changed and are therefore recalculated. Figure 10
depicts the executions and beads of the application in Figure 2 after process assignment
and communication insertion.
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Figure 10. The application in Figure 2 after process asSiglllUCllt and cOllllllunication insertion.
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As can be seen in Figure 10, process PSI is assigned to processor proc1 and process PS2
is assigned to processor proc2. Processors proc1 and P1'OC2 are both in the same node, node
1, and thus all communications between processes PSI and PS2 will be done via the system
bus bus1 of node 1, according to Figure 9a. Communications are inserted for the RPC to
process PS2 due to the call statement PS2.0l.Ml(v) in process PSI and the return from
this RPC back to process PSl.
After global scheduling, at each processor the beads assigned to the processor have
to be scheduled, i.e. a local schedule has to be constructed for each processor, such that
several requirements are satisfied. First, no two beads at the same processor may overlap
unless they belong to different alternatives of the same conditional statement. Second, all
absolute and relative timing constraints have to be satisfied and the sequential order among
the beads in an execution is preserved. Third, during a blocking device access the execution
is blocked for at least the amount of time necessary to complete the second phase of the
access and no two time intervals in which the same device is accessed have overlap. Fourth,
atomicity of all atomic objects is guaranteed and finally no two communications via the
same system bus or link may overlap.

3

DEDOS Scheduling Model

In this section, the DEDOS concepts are modeled on a more abstract level. Then, the
scheduling problem introduced in the previous section is reformulated in terms of this
model. In the following, sets are denoted by upper-case letters and identifiers are denoted
by lower-case letters.

3.1

System model

The hardware system upon which DEDOS has to operate is modeled by (1) a set of nodes
each one containing processors and several devices that have to be assigned and connected
to the processors, and (2) two sets of communication media that connect the processors.

3.1.1

Processors and devices

The processors and devices of the system are modeled by a set NO of nodes 2. Each node
no E NO is modeled by a tuple no = (N P R, N DV), where no.N P R is the set of globally
unique processor identifiers of the processors that belong to no and no.N DV is the set of
globally unique device identifiers of the physical devices that belong to no. There is no need
to distinguish between processors in different clusters, because, as discussed in Section 2.4,

communication via a cluster bus is not scheduled explicitly but incorporated as a worst
case delay in the execution time. Obviously, each processor and each device belongs to only

one node.

(Vno,no'ENO: no#no': no.NPRn no'.NPR
2 All

model notation is snmmarized in Appcudix B
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=0

1\

no.NDVnno'.NDV=0)

Each device identifier implicitly identifies the type of the device. In more detail, p processors are identified by identifiers proc! to proc p , while s sensors are identified by identifiers sen! to sen" a actuators by identifiers act! to acta and d disks by identifiers
disk, to diskd. The hardware system to which our example application in Figure 2 is
assigned consists of one node with two processors, a sensor and a disk, and thus NO =
{( {proct,proc2}, {sent, diskd
For convenience, we introduce the set PRof all processor
identifiers of all nodes, and the set DV of all device identifiers of all nodes.

n.

PR

= UnoENO no.N P R

1\

DV

= UnoENO no.N DV

As described in Section 2.3.3, during the second phase of a blocking device access, the
execution that performs the access is blocked for a certain bounded amount of time that
obviously depends on the type of device that is accessed. For certain devices however,
the blocking time can also depend on the size of data that is involved in the access. For
instance, writing a piece of data to a special hard real-time disk consists of several cycles
of writing a piece of data of unit size to the disk a.nd thus the time needed to perform
the access depends on the size of the data. Therefore, the amount of time an execution
is blocked during a blocking device access to a device dv in which a piece of data of size
ads is involved, is denoted by a worst case time <>dv,ad, E IN+. In our example application,
the access time for device sen} is a constant osenl,ads = 2, while the access time for device
disk) is Qdisk1,ads = 4 X ads.
3.1.2

Communication media

The system busses within all the nodes are modeled by the set 5 B of globally unique
system bus identifiers. Each system bus identifier implicitly expresses to which node the
bus belongs and thus which processors are connected by the bus. In more detail, the system
busses of n nodes are identified by identifiers bus! to bus n , where bus no identifies the system
bus of node no and thus connects al1 the processors that belong to no, i.e. all the processors

in no.N P R. In our example application, bus! is the system bus of the single node in the
system and thus connects processors

Pi'OCt

and

Pl'OC2'

In order to model the delay for communication of a piece of data. to or from common
memory via the system bus, two basic delays are introduced. The delay 6D ,s E IN+ is the
time needed to transport a piece of data of unit size (packet) to or from common memory
via a system bus and the delay 6p,s E IN+ is the time needed to transport the pointer to
the data to or from common memory via a system bus. For both delays it is assumed that
the bus is free and that access to the bus can be obtained without contention with other
processors. This no-contention a.ssumption is rea.listic, since each system bus is scheduled
explicitly off-line, and thus no two communications via the same bus have overlap in time.
A communication of a piece of data of size cds to or from common memory consists of cds
cycles of transporting a unit size piec.e of data plus the transportation of the pointer to the
data. Consequently, the delay OS,cd, for communication of a piece of data of size cds to or
from common memory via a system bus takes a time equal to
In our example system, delay OD,S = 1 and delay 6p,s = o.

bS,cds

= cds

X fJD,S

+ fJp,s.

The point-to-point links between processors in different nodes are modeled by the set
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P L of globally unique link identifiers. Each link identifier implicitly expresses which two
processors are connected by the link. In more detail, a link between processor prOCi and
processor proc; is denoted by the link identifier linkij . Since links are bidirectional, linki; =
link;i.
In order to model the delay for communication of a piece of data via a point· to-point link,
some basic concepts are introduced. The delay h E IN+ is the time needed to transport
a piece of data of unit size via a link under the assumption that the link is free and that
access to the link can be obtained without contention with the other processor. Again, this
is a realistic assumption, since each link is scheduled explicitly off· line. A communication of
a piece of data of size cds via a link consists of cds cycles of transporting a unit size piece of
data. However, successive cycles are allowed to overlap and the amount of overlap depends
on the fraction of h that the link is actually busy, denoted by btL. Note that there is no
overlap between successive cycles if btL = 1. Now, the delay bL,cd, for communication of a
piece of data of size cds via a link takes a. time equal to bL,od, = 8L + (cd.< - 1) X btL X h.
Each pair of processors in different nodes that are not connected by a point-to· point
link communicate via a. route of other processors that are connected by system busses or
links. Therefore, ea.ch route is modeled hy a. sequence of prot('ssors t.ha.t. illlplicitly indicate
which communication media are used. In more deta.il, a route between processor i and
processor j is modeled by a globally unique identifier 1'onl.eij and is of the sequence form
routeij = (prOCi, proCk}, .. " prOCk n , P1'OCj), where n is the number of intermediate processors.
For each pair of subsequent processors in the route there is it system bus or a link that
connects both processors.
No additional parameter is necessary to express the worst case communication delay via
a cluster bus, since this delay is implicitly incorporated in the execution times, as mentioned
in Section 2.4.

3.2

Application model

An application to be executed by DEDOS is madded by a set of processes that have to be
assigned to the processors and a directed acyclic graph of scheduling blocks with additional
constraints that represents all the executions through the set of processes.
3.2.1

Processes

The processes of all application are modeled by a set P S of processes. Each process ps E P S
is modeled by a tuple ps = (PDV,pr), where ps.PDV <;; DV is the set of device identifiers
of the devices mana.ged by the device objects of ps, and once ps is a.ssigned to a processor,
ps.pr E P R indicates this processor. The set of processes of our example application consists
of two processes, one managing device sen1 and one managing device disk 1, and thus after
process assignment P S = {({send, procJ) , ({(/iskd, proc2)}. Obviously, for each process
in P S, there has to be a node that contains at least the devices needed by the process:

(V ps E PS: (3 no E NO: ps.PDV <;; no.N DV) )
In case ps contains at least one device object, only the node that. contains the specific
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devices managed by ps satisfies the condition above and therefore ps can only be assigned
to a processor of that node. In case ps contains only datastructure objects, ps.P DV is
empty. Thus, all nodes satisfy the condition above and ps can be assigned to a processor
of any node.
3.2.2

Blocks

An execu tion through the processes of an application consists of a partially ordered set of
non-preemptable beads. If, off-line, each bead is scheduled separately, it is possible that,
according to the constructed schedule, an execution has to be preempted on· line at each
preemption point and an excessive amount of context switches results. Too much context
switches can be avoided by grouping beads of the same execution through the same process
into blocks, that are used as non-preemptable off-line scheduling objects. Consequently,
now on-line an execution will not be preempted within a block. Each bead has several
basic characteristics and between beads several kinds of constraints exist, as described in
Section 2. These basic characteristics and constraint.s on beads are translated to similar
basic characteristics and constraints on the blocks.
Grouping of beads into blocks is done by marking in each execution several preemption
points as block preemption points. This way, a block can be viewed as a bead on a higher
level of abstraction, and therefore blocks and beads have many similarities. As mentioned
in Section 2.3.2 and described in more detail in Section 2.3.4, due to data-dependency, a
(block) preemption point can have several successor (block) preemption points of which
only one is encountered at run· time. Thus, a block is defined similar to a bead, as the part
of an execution between a block preemption point and all its successor block preemption
points, and all the beads in between are grouped into a single block. Note that, based
on this definition, each block starts with a single bead but may end with several different
beads, just as a bead starts with a single piece of code but may end with several different
pieces of code (of different alternatives). Note also tha.t, a single bead may be part of
several different blocks, just as it single piece of code (following a conditional or repetitive
statement) may be part of different. beads, as described in Section 2.3.4.
All preemption points at which a.n execution switches to another process always have
to be marked as block preemption points, because only grouping of beads within the same
process is allowed. Moreover, all preemption points due to a. cOIllIIlunication via a system
bus or a link have to be marked as block preemption ]Joints and thus each communication
bead forms a single block. If a commnnication bead could be grouped into a block together
with several other beads, it is difficult to express that the commnnication medium is only
used during one of the beads. Furthermore, a preemption point for which the succeeding
bead is involved in a relative timing constraint also has to be marked as a block preemption
point. If two adjacent beads of which the latter is involved in a relative timing constraint
could be grouped into the same block, the actual start time of the latter bead is unknown
because the actual execution time of the former bead is unknown. Therefore, it is not always
possible to guarantee that the relative timing constraint will be satisfied. All remaining
preemption points can be arbitrarily marked as block preemption points.
Figure 11 shows the grouping of beads into blocks for our example application, where
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Figure 11. Grouping of beads into blocks for the applicatiOlI in Figure 2.

boxes around beads depict blocks. As required, all preemption points involved in the two
communications via bus! are marked as block prcelllPtion points. All other preemption
points are also marked except for the return from the delimited NPC. Therefore, the last
two beads of the execution started in process PS2 are grouped into a single block.
Now, each execution is represented by a partially ordered set of blocks and the complete
set of executions of the application can be modeled by the partially ordered set of blocks
B. The following basic characteristics and constraints on blocks are distinguished.

Basic characteristics:
A block belongs to the process in which the beads of the block execute. Thus, each block
b has an attribute b.ps E PS which is the process to which the beads of b belong. In our
example application, blocks bl, b2 and b7 to blO belong to process PSI, while all other
blocks belong to process PS2. When a block is scheduled at a processor off-line, a start
time is assigned to the block that indicates the time at which the execution to which the
block belongs, has to be (re)started. Thus, each block b has an attribute b.st E IN which
is the start time of b.
In addition, a block has an execution time that is based on the execution times of
and the constraints between the beads of the block. Thus, each block b has an attribute
b.e E IN+ which is the execution time of b. For instance, the execution time of block b8 is
5, because the maximum number of time units the block executes is 5, i.c. in case the then
alternative of the if-thcn-else statement is selected.
During the execution of a block several devices can be accessed either by a non-blocking
device access in one of the beads of the block or by a blocking device access in which one
of the beads of the block is involved. In our example application, device disk! is accessed
during block b4, due to the blocking device access to this device at the end of the block. In
addition, during the execution of a block involved in a. communica.tion, a communication
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medium is accessed. For instance, during block b2 the system bus bUS1 is accessed. Thus,
each block b has an attribute b.BR ~ b.ps.P DV U SB U P L which is the set of identifier(s)
of the resource(s), i.e. the devices or the communication medium, accessed during the
execution of b.
Due to the invocation of an RPC or the return from an R.PC, a communication occurs

with a delay that depends on the size of the data to be communicated. Thus, each block
b has an attribute b.eds E IN which is the size of the data that has to be received from
the sending process. This attribute is used to determine the execution time of the blocks
(beads) involved in the communication. For instance, block b4 has to receive a piece of
data of size 1 from process PSI, due to the passing of parameter v for the call statement
PS2.01.MI(v). Since the unit data size transportation delay via bUS1 is DD,S = 1 and the
pointer transportation delay via bUS1 is Dp,s = 0, the execution times of block b2 and block
b3 are 1.

Absolute timing constraints:
A block has an earliest start time that is the earliest time at which the block is allowed to
start. Thus, each block b has an attribute b.est E IN which is the earliest start time of b. In
our example application, block b4 has an earliest start time b4.est = 6, and block bll has
therefore, due to the relative timing constraint (6,10) from block b4 to block bll, an earliest
start time bl1.est = 12. In addition, a block has a deadline that is the latest time at which
the block has to be finished. Thus, each block b has an attribute b.d E 1N+ which is the
deadline of b. For instance, both blocks b9 and blO have deadline 35, and therefore block
bS has a deadline bS.d = 29. Obviously, it has to be possible to execute a block between its
earliest start time and its deadline and thus the earliest start time plus the execution time
of a block has to be at most the deadline of the block:
(If b E B: b.est

+ b.e :::: b.d)

Furthermore, the start time of a block, assigned to it during off-line scheduling, has to be
such that the block is on-line executed completely between the earliest start time and the
deadline of the block.
(If b E B: b.est:::: b.st /I b.st

+ b.e :::: b.d)

Generic relative timing constraints:
Besides constraints tllat concern a single block, the DEDOS concepts allow different blocks
to be related in time by relative timing constra.ints or by precedence constraints due to a
blocking device access, a system bus communication, alink communication, or just a causal
ordering within an execution. Each of these constraints relates the start times of two blocks
and is more generally represented by a generic ,dative timing constmint that indicates the
allowed offsets between both start times and whether a device, and if so which device, is
used between the two blocks. More precisely, a generic relative timing constraint (so, 10, dv)
from a block b to a block b' requires (1) that b' has to start at or after the start time of
b plus a smallest offset so E IN and before or at the start time of b plus a largest offset
10 E IN, and (2) device dv E DV u {nil} is, if unequal to nil, used between the execution
of band b' . This constraint is denoted by a directed arrow from b to b' tagged by the triple
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Block b is a generic relative timed predecessor of b' and block b' is a generic relative timed
successor of block b. The following four kinds of precedence constraints are represented by
a generic relative timing constraint.
First, two successive blocks band b' of the same execution separated by a preemption
point due to a blocking device access to device dv in which a piece of data of size ads is
involved are related in time by a device access precedence constminl.. Such a constraint
requires that the time interval between the end of b and the start of b' is at least the length
"'dv,ad, of the second phase of the access, as depicted in Figure 5. Moreover, during and
between band b' the device dv is accessed. Consequently, this device access precedence
constraint is represented by the generic relative timing constraint (b.e + "'dv,ad" 00, dv)
from b to b' . In addition, since dv is accessed during the execution of band b' , dv is an
element of b.BR and b'.BR. In our example application, there is such a generic relative
timing constraint (6,00,disk!) from block b4 to block b5, due to the blocking device access
WriteDisk(diskI,v) between these blocks in which variable v of size 1 is involved.
Second, two successive blocks band b' of the same execution separated by a preemption
point due to a communication via system bus sb are related in time by 'a. system bus
precedence constraint. Such a constraint allows the time interval between the end of band
the start of b' to be of arbitrary length, as discussed in Section 2.4. Moreover, during but
not between band b' the system bus is accessed. Consequently, this system bus precedence
constraint is represented by the generic relative timillg constraint (b.e, 00, nil) from b to b' .
In addition, since sb is accessed during the execution of band b' , sb is an element of b.BR
and of b'.BR. In our example application, there is such a generic relative timing constraint
(1,00, nil) from block b2 to block b3, due to the communication via system bus bus!.
Third, two successive blocks band bl of the same execution separated by a preemption
point due to a communication via link pi are related in time by a link precedence constmint.
Such a constraint requires that band b' have to start simultaneously, as discussed in Section
2.4. Moreover, during the execution of b and the execution of b' the link is accessed.
Consequently, this link precedence constraint is represented by the generic relative timing
constraint (0,0, nil) from b to b' . In addition, since pi is accessed during the execution of b
and b' , pi is an element of b.BR alld b'.BR.
Fourth, two successive blocks band b' of the same execution separated by a preemption
point not due to a blocking device access, a system bus communication or a link communication are related in time by a basic p"cecdence constraint. Such a constraint allows that
the time interval between the end of h and the start of hi to be of arbitrary length, while
with respect to this constraint none resource what so ever is accessed during or between
both blocks. Consequently, this basic precedellce constraint is represented by the generic
relative timing constraint (b.e, 00, nil) from b to b' . In our example application, there is a
generic relative timing constraint (4,00, nil) from block b12 to block b13, due to the basic
precedence constraint between these blocks.
Due to data-dependency, a bead (a.nd thus a block) can have several successors and/or
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predecessors, as discussed in Section 2.3.4. Consequently, several gcncric relative timing
constraints that represent precedence constraints can exist from a single block to different
blocks. Thus, a block can be followed by several branches of which at run-time only one
will be selected and executed. For instance, block b8 is followed by two branches one for
the then alternative and one for the else alternative of the if-then-else statement. Similarly,
a generic relative timing constraint that represents a precedence constraint can exist from
several different blocks to a single block. Thus, a block can be preceded by several branches
that join at the block.
Besides precedence constraints, two blocks band b' can be related in time by a relative
timing constraint (so, 10) specified by the designer, as described in Section 2.2.2. This
relative timing constraint is represented by the generic relative timing constraint (so, 10, nil)
from b to b'. For instance, there is a generic relative timing constraint (6,10, nil) from block
b4 to block bU, due to the relative timing constraint (6,10) between these blocks.
In order to model generic relative timing constraints, each block b has an attribute
b.GRTP, which is the set of quadruples (b ' , so, 10, dv), where so E IN, 10 E IN and dv E
DV u {nil}, for which there is a generic relative timing constraint (so, 10, dv) from b' to
b. Similarly, each block b E B has an attribute b.GRTS, which is the set of quadruples
(b',so,lo,dv), where so E IN,lo E IN and dv E DV u {nil}, for which there is a generic
relative timing constraint (so, 10, dv) from b to b'.

(V b E B :
((b
V ' , so, I 0, d)
v E b. GRT P : b' (so~v) b) "A
v E b.G RT S : b (,o~u) b')
(V (b ' , so, I0, d)
Note that when (b,so,lo,dv) E b'.GRTP, then (b',so,lo,dv) E b.GRTS, and vice versa.
Data-dependency constraints:
In contrast to constraints that relate different blocks in time, data-dependency allows for
total independency of blocks in time. For instance, blocks that belong to different alternatives of the same conditional statement are totally independent, because on-line at most
one of them will be executed. More generally, two blocks band b' of the same execution
that belong to different branches from the same branching block are totally independent,
which is represented by a data-dependency constmint between the t,wo blocks. Such a constraint allows b to have overlap with b', since at run-time only one of the branches is chosen
and thus at most one of the blocks band b' is executed. Consequently, if the processes to
which both blocks belong are assigned to the same processor, it is allowed to schedule both
blocks such that they have overlap in time. Moreover, it is best to schedule them with
a maximum amount of overlap in order to maximally benefit from the data-dependency
constraint. A data-dependency constraint is denoted by a bidirected arrow ;=t, b ;=t b'. In
order to model data-dependency constraints, each block b has an attribute b.DDB which
is the set of data-dependent blocks b' of b.

(V b E B : (V b' E b.D DB: b;=' b') )
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Note that when bE b'.DDB then b' E b.DDB and vice versa. For example, blocks b9 and
blO are data-dependent blocks and are thus related by a data-dependency constraint.
Generic consistency constraints:
Resources such as physical devices, system busses and links, are used consistently when
no two different accesses to the same resource overlap in time unless it is known that due
to data· dependency at most one of the accesses will actually be executed at run-time. In
addition, an atomic object is used consistently when for each feasible pair of a first and
a last read· write bead of a given transaction within the object holds that between these
two beads no bead of another transaction is executed within the object unless it is known
that due to data-dependency the beads of at most one of the transactions will actually be
executed at run-time. In order to guarantee resource and object consistency in this way,
blocks also have to be related in time by consistency constraints. Each of these constraints
relates the start times of two pairs of blocks and is more generally represented by a generic
consistency constraint that indicates for each pair the smallest allowed offset between the
start times of the blocks in the pair and requires that both pairs of blocks and the intervals
in between do not have overlap in time. More precisely, a generic consistency constraint
(so, so") from a pair of blocks (b, b') to a pair of blocks (b", b"') requires that b starts after
b'" has finished or b" starts after b has finished and indicates that b' starts at or after the
start time of b plus a smallest offset so E IN and that b'" starts at or after the start time of
b" plus a smallest offset so" E IN. This constraint is denoted by a crossed bidirected arrow
between (b,b') and (b",b"') tagged by the tuple (so, so"),
(SO,80

(b,b')

t"

1l

)

(b",b"')

=}

b"'.st+b"'.e S b.st V b".st+b".e S b'.st

Note that a generic consistency constraint (so, so") from a pajr (b, b') to a pair (b", b"') is
equivalent to the generic consistency constraint (SOli, so) from pair (b", bill) to pair (b, b').
The following four kinds of consist.ency COllstl'a-ints arc represented by a generic consistency
constraint.

First, two different blocks band b' not related by a data· dependency constraint for
which holds tha.t during b as well as during b' the same system bus sb is accessed, i.e.
sb E b.BR and sb E b'.Bll, a.re related in time by a system bus consistency constraint.
Obviously, such a constraint requires that band b' do not overlap in time. Consequently,
this system bus consistency constraint is represented by the generic consistency constraint
(0,0) from pair (b,b) to pair (b',b'). In our example applica.tion, there is SUell a. generic
consistency constraint (0,0) from pair (b2, b2) to pair (b6, b6), because blocks b2 and b6 are
not related by a data·dependency constra.int and both blocks usc system bus b1!sj. Note
that device consistency is guaranteed with respect to accesses during blocks, beca.use all
the blocks that access a. device are assigned to the same processor and each processor can
only execute at most one block at a time. Note additionally that link consistency is also
guaranteed, because a link connects only two processors, two blocks involved in the same
link communication start and end at the same time and each processor can only execute at
most one block at a time.
Second, a block b and a different pair of blocks b' and b" both not. related to b by a
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data-dependency constraint for which holds that during b as well as during and between b'
and b" the same device dv is accessed, i.e. dv E b.BR, dv E b'.BR, dv E b".BR and there
is a generic relative timing constraint (so, 10, dv) from b' to b", are related in time by a
block device consistency constraint. Such a constraint requires that b does not overlap in
time with b', b" and the interval in between. Consequently, this block device consistency
constraint is represented by the generic consistency constraint (0, so) from pair (b, b) to
pair (b', b"). In our example application, there is such a generic consistency constraint
(0,6) from pair (b11,b11) to pair (b4,b5), because blocks b4, b5 are both not related to b11
by a data-dependency constraint and disk! is used during block b11 as well as during and
between blocks b4 and b5.
Third, a pair of blocks band b' and a different pair of blocks b" and bill both not related
to b or b' by a data-dependency constraint for which holds that during and between band
b' as well as during and between b" and bill the same device dv is accessed, i.e. dv E b.Bll,
dv E b'.BR, dv E b".BR, dv E blll.Bll and there is a generic relative timing constraint
(so, /0, dv) from b to b' and a generic relative timing constraint (so", 10", dv) from b" to bill,
are related in time by a interval device consistency constraint. Such a constraint requires

that b, b' and the interval in between do not overlap in time with b", bill and the interval
in between. Consequently, this interval device consistency constraint is represented by the
generic consistency constraint (so, so") from pair (b, b') to pair (b", bill). In our example
application, there is such a generic consistency constraint (6,7) from pair (b4, b5) to pair
(b11, bI2), because b4, b5, b11 and b12 are not related by a data-dependency constraint and
disk! is used during and between b4 and b5 as well as during and between bll and b12.
Fourth, a pair of blocks band b' and a pair of blocks b" and bill both not related to b
or b' by a data-dependency constraint for which holds that band b' are a corresponding
first and last read-write block of a transaction, i.e. there is an execution path from b to b',
and so is the smallest offset from the start time of b to the start time of b', and b" and bill
are a corresponding first and last block of another transaction, i.e. there is an execution
path from b" to bill, and so" is the smallest offset from the start time of b" to the start
time of bill, are related in time by a h'ansactioH consistency conslmint. Such a constraint

requires that b, b' and the interval in between ,10 not overlap in tillle with b", b'" and the
interval in between. Consequently, this transaction consistency constraint is represented by

the generic consistency constraint (so, so") frolll pair (b, b') to pajr (b", bill). In onr example
application, there is such a generic consistency constraint (6,11) from pair (b4, b5) to pair
(b11, bI3), because b4, b5, b11 and b13 are not related by a data-dependency constraint and
b4 and b5 are a corresponding first and last read-write block of a transaction and b11 and
b13 are a corresponding first and last block of another transaction.
In order to model generic consistency constraints, ea.ch block b has an attribute b.GC F,
which is the set of 5-tuples {b', so, b",so", bill) for which there is a generic consistency constraint (SO,80") from pair (b',b) to pair (b",b lll ). Similarly, each block b has an attribute
b.GCL, which is the set of 5-tuples (b',so,b",80",b lll ) for which there is a generic consistency constraint (so, so") from pair (b, b') to pair (b", bill).

{V b E B :

(V (b',so,b",so",b lll ) E b.GCF: (b',b)

(30,30")
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f'

(b",b lll )) /I

(so,so")

(II (b', so, b", so", bill) E b.GCL: (b,b')

t=

(b",b lll ) )

Note that when (b',so,b",so",b lll ) E b.GCF, then (b,so,b",so",b lll ) E b'.GCL, and vice
versa.

Summarizing, each block bE B is represented by a 12-tuple

b = (ps,st,e,BR,cds,est,d,GRTP,GRTS,DDB,GCF,GCL)
and the blocks of our example application are modeled as follows:

bl = (PSI, ?,4,0,0,0,8,0,{(b2,4,00,nil)},0,0,0)
b2 = (PSI, ?, 1, {busJ}, 0, 4, 9, {( bl, 4, 00, nil)}, {( b3, 1, 00, nil)}, 0, 0, 0)
b3 = (PS2, ?, 1, {busJ}, 0, 5,10, {(b2, 1,00, nil)}, {( b4, 1,00, nil)}, 0, 0, 0)
b4 = (PS2, ?, 2, {disk 1}, 1,6,12, {( b3, 1,00, nil)},
{( b5, 6, 00, diskll, (bll, 6,10, nil)}, 0, 0, {(b5, 6, bll, 11, bI3)})
b5 = (PS2, ?, 2, {diskJ), 0, 12,22, {( b4, 6, 00, diskt)},
{(b6,2, 00, nil)},0, {(b4,6,bll, II,bI3)},0)
b6 = (PS2, ?, I, {busJ}, 0, 14,23, {( b5, 2, 00, nil)}, {( b7, 1,00, nil)}, 0, 0, 0)
b7 = (PSI, ?, 1, {busJ}, 0, 15,24, {( b6, I, 00, nil)}, {( b8, 1,00, nil)}, 0, 0, 0)
b8 = (PSI, ?,5,{send, 1, 16,29, {(b7, 1,00,nil)},
{( b9, 7,00, sen1), (blO, 6, 00, senl)}, 0, 0, 0)
b9 = (PSI, ?,4, {senJ},0,23,35, {(b8, 7,00,sen1)},0,{bl0},0,0)
blO = (PSI, ?, 5, {send, 0, 22, 35, {(bS, 7, 00, senl)}, 0, {b9}, 0, 0)
bll = (PS2, ?, 3, {diskJ), 0, 12, 19,0, {(b4, 6,10, nil)},
{(bI2, 7,00,disk 1)},0,0,{(bI3, II,b4,6,b5)})
b12 = (PS2, ?, 4, {diskd, 0, 19,27, {(bll, 7,00, disk l )},
{(bI3, 4, 00, nil)}, 0, 0, 0)
b13 = (PS2, ?, 8, 0, 0, 23, 35, {( b12, 4, 00, nil)}, 0, 0, {( bll, 11, b4, 6, b5)}, 0)

3.3

Reformulation of the DEDOS scheduling problem

Based on the scheduling model for HUT executiolls developed in this section, the scheduling
problem for DEDOS can be reformulated on a more formal level. As described in Section
2.5, before DEDOS can start executing an a.pplication, each process of the a.pplication has
to be assigned to a processor, i.e. global scheduling is done first. Consequently, for each
process ps E P S a processor pr E P R is selected and ps is assigned to pr by setting ps.pr
to pro Global scheduling has to be done such that each process is assigned to a processor
of a node to which the devices needed by the process belong:
(II ps E PS : ps.pr E U{no.PRS

I no E NO

f\

ps.PDV <;; no.N DV} )

Note that when ps.P DV is empty, ps can be assigned to any processor. Otherwise,]1s
can only be assigned to a processor of the node to which the devices ill ps.P DV belong.
Thus, the global scheduling problem c".n be formulated as linding a pS.]11· for each process
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ps E P S such that the constraint above is satisfied.
When all processes are assigned to processors, it is known which communication medium
is used for which communication due to an RPC or a return from an RPC. Thus, com·
munication blocks can be inserted between adjacent blocks (of the same execution) that
belong to different processes. These inserted blocks are added to the set of blocks B. Three
different situations can be distinguished.
First, between each pair of successive blocks band b' of the same execution that belong
to different processes in the same node no, a system bus communication as depicted in
Figure 9a via system bus bus no is inserted. The first of the two communication blocks is
assigned to the process to which b belongs, i.e. process b.ps, while the second communication
block is assigned to the process to which b' belongs, i.e. process b'.ps. The execution time
of both communication blocks is set to the delay for a system bus communication of the
data to be passed from b to b' having size b'.cds, i.e. bS,b'.cd,. In order to express that both
communication blocks only access bus no , the set of block resources BR of both blocks is
set to {bus no }.
Second, between each pair of successive blocks band b' of the sa.me execution on pro·
cessors proci of node no and procj of node no' connected by a point-to-point link /inkij,
a link communication as depicted in Figure 9b via linkij is inserted. The first of the two
communication blocks is assigned to the process to which b belongs, i.e. process b.ps, while
the second communication block is assigned to the process to which b' belongs, i.e. process
b'.ps. The execution time of both communication blocks is set to the maximum delay for a
link communication of the data to be passed from b to b' having size b'.cds, i.e. bL,b'.cd,. In
order to express that both blocks only access linkij, the set of block resources BR of both
blocks is set to {link;]}.
Third, between each pair of successive blocks band b' on processors pmc; and procj
of different nodes no and no' not connected by a link, a sequence of system bus and link
communications is inserted according to the processors in muteij from processor i to processor j. To each intermediate processor in the route from processor i to processor j, an
additional communication process is assigned that takes care of the data passing via the
processor. The execution time of each system bus communication block in the sequence is
set to bS,b'.cd, and of each link communication block in the sequence is set to bL,b'.cd,'
When all communication blocks are inserted, earliest start times and deadlines are
recalculated, Then, local schedules have to be constructed, i.e. a start time b.st has to be
assigned to each block b E B. Local scheduling has to be done such that the following
requirements, which are derived in this section, are satisfied.
First, each two blocks assigned to the sa.me processor may not overlap, unless there is
a data-dependency constraint between them:

(V b E B :
(V b' E B \ {b} : b.ps.pr = b' .ps.pl· /I b'
b.st

+ b.e

:<; b'.st

V b'.st

+ b'.e

rt b.DDB:

:<; b.st)

)
Second, each block has to be scheduled between its earliest start time and its deadline in
order to satisfy absolute timing constraints:
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(V b E B: b.est::; b.st II b.st

+ b.e ::; b.d )

Third, each block has to be scheduled such that all the generic relative timing constraints
in which it is involved are satisfied:

(V b E B :
(V(b',so,lo,dv)Eb.GRTP: b'.st+so::; b.st::; b'.st+lo) II
(V(b',so,lo,dv)Eb.GRTS: b.st+so::; b'.st::; b.st+lo)

)
Finally, blocks have to be scheduled such that all the generic consistency constraints are
satisfied:
(V b E B :
(V (b',so,b",so",bll/) E b.GCF: bll/.st + bll/.e < b'.st V b.st + b.e
(V (b', so, b", so", bll/) E b.GCL: bll/.st + bll/.e ::; b.st V b'.st + b'.e

< b".st)
< b".st)

When the start times satisfy all these constraints,. they are called feasible. Thus, the local
scheduling problem can be formulated as finding a b.st for each block b E B such that the
constraints above are satisfied.

4

Conclusion

In tihs paper several concpets of the DEpenda.ble Distributed Operating System DEDOS
that are of importance to scheduling are described. These include issues of the hardware
upon which DEDOS operates and the way in which applications have to be programmed
and executed. Based on these concepts, the off-line scheduling problem for DEDOS is presented. A deterministic scheduling model is subsequently derived from the DEDOS concepts
introduced and includes absolute timing constraints, such as earliest start times and deadlines, generic relative timing constraints tha.t express synchronization, data-dependency
constraints to benefit from branching due to conditional statements, and generic consistency constraints to guarantee consistent use of resources. Fina.lly, the DEDOS scheduling
problem is reformulated in terms of the model. In the future, the model can be extended
by incorporation of fault-tolerance issues.

A

Summary of DEDOS concepts

absolute timing constraint: timing constraints in the absolute time range;
actual tranmission delay: communication delay for data. passing;
atomic class: class that has to be kept consistent;
bead: non-preemptable part of an execution;
blocking device access: access to a device during which the execution is blocked;
class: general definition of the use of a device or datastructure;
cluster: group of processors;
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cluster bus: communication medium connecting all processors in a cluster;
common memory: memory directly accessible by all processors in a node;
conditional statement: statement for selecting one of several alternatives;
data definition: definition of the type of a class;
data-dependency: proceeding of an execution based on value of data;
datastucture object: object that privately manages a datastructure;
deadline: latest time a part of the application has to be finished;
delimited class: class that influences the amount of preemption;
delimited NPC: near procedure call to a method of a delimited object;
device: general term for sensor, actuator or disk;
device access preemption point: preemption point due to a blocking device access;
device object: object that privately manages a specific device;
earliest start time: earliest time a part of the application may start;
execution: control flow through a set of processes;
global schedule: schedule that indicates the assignment of processes to processors;
largest offset: largest distance of a relative timing constraint;
link: communication medium connecting two processors in different nodes;
local schedule: schedule for a processor that indicates the start times of the beads;
mailbox: communication concept used for system bus communication;
method definition: definition of allowed access to the type of a class;
near procedure call: call of a method of the same process;
node: group of clusters;
non-blocking device access: relatively short access to a device;
object: instance of a class;
preemption point: point at which an execution can be preempted;
process: instance of a program;
processor: basic processing element;
program: basic element of the object oriented definition of an application;
read-only method: method in which only read actions are performed;
read-write method: method in which read and write actions are performed;
relative timing constraint: timing const,raint to synchrollize two points in the a.pplication;
remote procedure call: call of a method of another process;
repetitive statement: statement for repeatedly executing a piece of code;
route: sequence of processors between pa.ir of processors;
smallest offset: smallest distance of a relative timing constraint;
switching preemption point: preemption point due to a method call;
system bus: communication medium connecting all processors in a node;

B

Summary of model notation

NO: set of nodes;
no: node identifier;
no.N P R: set of globally unique processor identifiers of node no;
no.N DV: set of globally unique device identifiers of node no;
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identifier of processor i;
sen( identifier of sensor ij
act;: identifier of actuator i;
disk;: identifier of disk i;

prOCi:

P R: set of all processor identifiers;
DV: set of all device identifiers;
dv: device identifier;
i>du,ad,: blocking time due to a blocking access to dv with data of size ads;
S B: set of globally unique system bus identifiers;
bus no : identifier of the system bus of node no;
bD,S: unit size transportation delay via a system bus;
bp,s: pointer transportation delay via a system bus;
OS,cds: system bus communication delay for data of size cds;
P L: set of globally unique link identifiers;
link;;: identifier of link between processor i and processor j;
OL: unit size communication delay via a linkj
bJL: busy fraction of the unit size communication delay of a link;
h,od,: link communication delay for data of size cds;
route;i' sequence of processor identifiers between processors i and j;
P S: set of processes;
ps: process identifier;
ps.P DV: set of device identifiers of devices assigned to ps;
ps.pr: processor identifier to which ps is assigned;
B: set of blocks;
b: block identifier;
b.ps: process identifier to which block b belongs;
b.st: start time of block b;
b.e: execution time of block b;
b.BR: set of resource identifiers accessed during block b;
b.cds: data size to be received from calling process;
b.est: earliest start time of block b;
b.d: deadline of block b;
so: smallest offset of a generic relative timing constra.int.;
10: largest offset of a generic relative timing constraint;
b.GRTP: set of generic relative timed predecessors of b;
b.GRTS: set of generic relative timed successors of b;
b.D D B: set of data· dependent blocks of b;
b.GC F: set of generic consistency constraints based on first blocks;
b.GC L: set of generic consistency constraints based on last blocks;
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